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About This Game

Beyond Eden is a visual novel set in the Victorian era, centering on the themes of "love-hate" and "revenge."
The player enters the shoes of Alex Wake, a young businessman who returns to a Baron’s mansion where he stayed as a boy.

Bearing a deep grudge against the Baron and his family, Alex seeks to manipulate them and their employees in order to lead the
family down the path of destruction.

Alex can develop dark and complex relationships with 6 male characters. It depends on you, the player, to steer the story
towards foreseeable tragedies or help Alex discover the faint chance of redemption.

Description

A psychological thriller centered on revenge.

Homosexual romance between men based on the dark themes of love and hate.

Warning: Features dubious consent/non-consensual sex between adult men.

Develop relationships with 6 male characters (5 romantic interests) of various age, personality, and physique: the austere
eldest son and heir apparent, the cold and silent second son, the pure and innocent youngest son, the kindly family
doctor, the impeccably polite butler, and the social butterfly friend.
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More than 20 in-game events with sexual content. (Note: Does not include sexual depictions of women or minors.)

Individual stories for all romantic interests. Clearing every route will uncover the full truth behind the tragedy that
transpired at the Baron’s mansion more than a decade ago.

17 different endings.

More than 70 elaborately illustrated event graphics.

Beyond Eden provides voices by Korean professional voice actors during major in-game events.

Beautiful original score in tune with the period drama. Over 30 tracks.

15~25 hours of gameplay.

5 romantic interests

Befriendable character (non-romantic story route)
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(Note: Jeremy is not a romantic interest, but Alex can still form a certain type of relationship with him. Jeremy has his own
story route and endings as well.)

Story
It is the late Victorian era, a time of drastic social upheaval and shifting values.

Yet everything seemingly remains routine and unchanged in 'Ashgrove Park,' a stately mansion surrounded by a vast forest.
But then a man arrives to disturb its tranquility—a man who spent his boyhood at the estate has now returned after 10 years.
The Baron Edenic—the master of the house—and his four sons, the doctor, and the servants greet him with wariness, joy, or

unfamiliarity.
A story of discord and destruction between and the people of the mansion and a man who hides his thirst for revenge beneath a

calm demeanor.
Does the fall await beyond Eden?

Or—
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Still among the best Turn-based-Squad-Games despite its brilliant successor. Highly Recommended!. Highly recommend this.
Butter smooth and with an astonishing atmosphere.. At first, I was a little skeptical of this program; it seems really simple and
that might be working against it in the long run. However, as I played with it more and more, I realized that although it isn't
everything, it is enough. There is simple distortion, there are more than two instruments, and the interface is EXTREMELY
userfriendly. My one issue with this is I am currently using Windows 10 and there is no browser compatible with my computer
that can load the library\/export system of this program. THERE COULD BE ONE; I just couldn't find it. However, for the
price, I would completely recommend this program to someone who wants to start making music, because this is truly a good
place to start.. Boring CS:GO rip-off with wooden game mechanics.. This DLC is good. It expands your 2 normal scenarios
(adds new tech trees and coastal defenses skins). The new Armistice and Carnage scenario is really good mainly because it's late
war and everyone has good technology and have equal chances of winning a war. It's really fun to play as Whites or Bolsheviks
or even as Germany or France. I would definately recommend you to buy this DLC because it would improve your game a lot! I
didn't talk much of the gameplay so that I don't spoil your fun but it's fun to play as any nation.

I would rate 10\/10.. You go faster backwards.

10/10 would go 9999 miles per hour flying across the map again.. Great game.. Nigh unplayable.
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We cannot start this game with QWERTY keyboard... this game have AZERTY keyboard in default. We cannot play if we have
an QWERTY.. ok its a pretty bad port but its a fun game. honestly though i wouldnt buy it if it isnt going to give you nostalgia.
One of the easier reviews to figure - if you don't own Puzzle Agent, leave this page and check that one out.

If you enjoyed the first Puzzle Agent, pick up this one: it's more of the same, and continues (and finishes) the story. If you
didn't enjoy the first one, you won't enjoy this one. Simple as that.. Very good game. This game is a lot more fun than I
expected it to be! It is casual and kind of repetitive in a relaxing way. I finished it in 6 hours, but I am pretty sure I will play it
again. I haven't seen all the plants yet! I do hope more plants and pots, and new ranks\/goals, are added in the future.. Very
addicting game! brings back good memories, fun game-play, loving the playing 2 player mode!. Great expansion for the great
base game.. Super easy and boring. Feels really repetitive.. This is a great DLC. It makes the game very challenging at Veteran
difficulty. Brings true city building spirit to the franchise - plan for the future, don't make hasty decisions. No more gloves , it
ain't a casual game anymore. Love the turn that this DLC has brought to the game. Everyone who enjoys a challenge and a deep
city builder should get the game with this DLC and play on veteran. Again (And again... And again ! ), Good Old Sierra games
for the newbies, in a shell ? ( ^^ And... What are you waiting for ? Well, ok, maybe it'll better to take the whole snail's bundle,
instead of each separate episodes ? )
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